Homework 2

Due: 9/23/16


Julia distinguishes between vectors (one-dimensional arrays) and matrices (two-dimensional arrays), even when the matrix has only one column.

- The inner product of two vectors is the sum of the products of their elements. Compare the following code
  
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  u &= \text{rand}(3,1) \\
  v &= \text{rand}(3,1) \\
  u' \ast v
  \end{align*}
  \]

  with

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  x &= \text{rand}(3) \\
  y &= \text{rand}(3) \\
  x' \ast y
  \end{align*}
  \]

  Are the shapes of the results the same or different? Use the \texttt{size} function to check. What rule do you think Julia is using?

- The inner product of two vectors is the sum of the products of their elements. Above, we used the transpose function \( \texttt{'} \) to compute inner products, but the result was an array rather than just a number. There are many other ways to compute inner products, so that the result is a number and not an array. For example, try the following:
  
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \text{dot}(u, v) \\
  \text{sum}(u \ast v)
  \end{align*}
  \]

  What results do these have when applied to \( u \) and \( v \), and to \( x \) and \( y \)? What is the size of the result?
• Generate a random matrix $A = \text{rand}(5,5)$. Consider the first column $A[:,1]$, and the first row $A[1,:]$. What shape do these have? Are they vectors or matrices? Note: the answer may be different on Julia 0.4.6 and Julia 0.5.0. The answer in Julia 0.5.0 is nicer.

• How would you take the inner product between the first column $A[:,1]$ and the first row $A[1,:]$? State at least two methods. Your result should be a number, not an array.

2. **Linear dependence.** Prove or disprove (by providing a counterexample) each of the following statements.
   
   (a) If the rows of a matrix $X$ are linearly dependent, then $X$ is not invertible.
   
   (b) If a matrix $X$ has full column rank, then $X^T X$ is invertible.
   
   (c) If $X$ is an $m \times n$ matrix with full row rank but fat ($n > m$), then $X^T X$ is not invertible.
   
   (d) Why is part (c) problematic when we are solving a least-squares problem? What does it mean (in words) if our data matrix is fat?

3. **Matrix calculus.** Recall that the gradient of a scalar function $f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}$ is the vector whose components are the partial derivatives of $f$.

$$\nabla f(x) = \left[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_1}, \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_2}, ..., \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_n} \right] \in \mathbb{R}^n$$

Let $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$. Consider the function

$$f(x) = \log \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} e^{x_i} \right).$$

(a) Calculate the partial derivatives $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_j}$ for $j = 1, \ldots, n$.

(b) What is the gradient of $f$?

(c) Based on the solution to the above problem, do you think there is a matrix calculus equivalent of the “chain rule” from calculus? Formulate this rule. (English is fine; math is better.)

Now consider

$$f(x) = x^T Ax$$

(d) Calculate the partial derivatives $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_i}$ for $i = 1, \ldots, n$. 2
(e) What is the gradient of $f$?

(f) Based on the solution to the above problem, do you think there is a matrix calculus equivalent of the “product rule” from calculus? Formulate this rule. (English is fine; math is better.)

4. Now we will verify your calculation by checking that the gradient $\nabla f(x)$ is tangent to $f(x)$ at the point $x$. Since we can only plot in two dimensions, we’ll check that this is true by looking at how the function varies in a random direction $v$.
Let $x \in \mathbb{R}^5$ and

$$f(x) = \log \left( \sum_{i=1}^{5} e^{x_i} \right).$$

(a) Pick a random point $x$ and a random direction $v$. Plot $f(x + \alpha v)$ and $f(x) + \alpha (\nabla f(x))^T v$ for $\alpha \in [-1, 1]$. Repeat this for a few different $v$ and a few different $x$. What do you observe? Submit a plot for at least one point $x$ and two random directions $v$.

(b) Now plot the same thing using $v = \nabla f(x)$. What do you observe? Submit at least one plot with $v = \nabla f(x)$.

(c) In which direction $v$ does the function $f$ decrease the fastest?

5. Data exploration. See the Jupyter notebook `incomeTax.ipynb`.
In this problem, we will be exploring income tax data for the state of NY from 1999-2013. Income is declared to the internal revenue service (IRS) by each person or family, and taxes are calculated, in a document called an income tax return. Our goal will be to create a model to predict the average income tax paid per return.

(a) First, let’s take a look at the data and generate some plots. Plot the number of returns in Tompkins County from each income class bracket over time.
Plot the average income tax per return in Tompkins County (disregarding income class). What kind of plot (bar, scatter, histogram, . . . ) did you choose to make? Why?

(b) Continuing to look only at Tompkins County, fit a linear model, minimizing the square error, to predict $\text{avg_tax}$ using the year. That is, your output space $Y = \mathbb{R}$ is the average tax $\text{avg_tax}$, and the feature space $X = \mathbb{R}$ is the year. Transform the input $x \in X$ to include an offset term in the model: $\phi(x) = [x, 1]$. Call the coefficients from this model $w^b$.

(c) Now we’ll change the feature space $X$: now, the features will be the year and the $\text{avg_tax}$ from the previous year.
Fit another model using these features. Interpret the coefficients $w^c$ of this model.
What do they mean?

Plot your model’s prediction for each year against the real average tax return that year. Discuss how your model fits.

(d) Add two new features to your model. Each new feature could be a column, a transformation of a column, or a new column formed from another. The one requirement is that the prediction in year \( t \) depends only on data available by the end of year \( t-1 \), for every year \( t \).

State the feature space \( \mathcal{X} \) for your new model, and why you think those features predict the data well. Fit your model and interpret the coefficients \( w^d \).

(e) Compare the coefficients \( w^c \) and \( w^d \) in your models from part c and part d. Does the coefficient of \text{avg\_tax} from the previous year differ in the two models? If so, how do you interpret this difference?

(f) Now we want to see how your model performs in predicting income tax in other counties. Define the mean error of a least squares model \( h(x) = w^T x \) on a data set \( \mathcal{D} = \{(x_1, y_1), \ldots, (x_n, y_n)\} \) to be the mean value of the least squares objective

\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - h(x_i))^2 = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - w^T x_i)^2.
\]

Consider the data from each county as a different data set: for example, \( \mathcal{D}^\text{Tompkins} \), \( \mathcal{D}^\text{Brooklyn} \), \( \mathcal{D}^\text{Queens} \), etc. Only consider counties that have data for all the years from 1999-2013. Make sure to remove “fake” counties like \text{NYS Unclassified +}, \text{Residence Unknown ++}, and \text{Grand Total, Full-Year Resident}.

Apply the model you fit in part c, with coefficients \( w^c \), to data from the other counties, and compute the error of this model on each data set. Plot a histogram of the mean errors the model makes.

Compare to the error of the model on the data from Tompkins County. Are they higher, or lower? Are there major outliers?

(g) Using the same features you chose in part d, fit a model to the data for each of the other counties. We’ll call these models the county-specific models. In general, they will have coefficient vectors that differ from \( w^d \). Plot a histogram of the mean errors the county-specific models make for their respective counties.

How does this error distribution compare to that of the model you fit on Tompkins County? Are the coefficients of the model about the same for each county, or do they differ significantly?

(h) If you wanted to predict the income tax in each county in future years, do you think the county-specific models or the Tompkins model would perform better? Why? What concerns might you have about each model?
(i) What other information would you want to use to make your model even better?

6. *Calibration.* How long did you spend on each problem in this homework assignment, and on the homework assignment, in total?